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This PTL 2017 really started on the finish line of the UTMB 2013. I had resumed the running 5 years 

ago, to fight the legendary sedentariness of my profession (doctor, GP). It is also a fraternal 

challenge. At the chance of a conversation, my brother Jean-Marc who learns that I made 3 trainings 

in 5 days on vacation, said me : "we could do the Paris marathon? ". The virus caught me. A 

marathon, then a first trail-running, then we follow the birth of this phenomenon. We use our shoes 

on all the trails around us. Enough to deserve to register with the UTMB, this myth 

I go there alone, without Jean-Marc. I finish this race. But the taste is a bit bitter. I have not found 

humanity, solidarity, exchange, nor the "mountain" promised in the title. But during the UTMB, I am 

aware of another race, the PTL (Petite trotte à Léon – the little hike to Léon !): trail-mountain 

adventure of almost 300 km, on unmarked trails, by team of 2 or 3. This is the race that could 

reconcile me with this tour of Mont Blanc ... 

Jean-Marc and Thierry buckle their UTMB in 2015. Thierry is a friend of Jean-Marc, who is also a 

friend of friends of my years in the university. It has become a faithful companion of trail and a very 

pleasant guy ! Almost by chance (by mistake !), I am on the starting line of the UTMB 2016. I give up 

very quickly, lack of envy. The idea of stopping the trail crosses me ... But it remains a taste of 

unfinished. I have not yet done the PTL .... 

Between my first and my second UTMB, a funny event shook my life: I became a type 1 diabetic. In 

early 2015, when the diagnosis came to me, I had already booked 2 nice bibs, the Maxi Race in 

Annecy  (85 km)and the Tour du Beaufortain (105 km). The challenges help me to live, here is a new 

one: to run ultras in being diabetic! It starts badly: barely 5 minutes on a treadmill I rush into the 

abyss of hypoglycemia, the privilege of diabetics with insulin. So I have to find solutions. The advice 

of my friend Pierre on heterodox nutritional techniques allows me to discover the LCHF ways of life 

... Low carb high fat. Funny idea. Eat fat to avoid carbohydrates. This diet is more common in the 

Anglo-Saxon, France does not know. I try and it works. My diabetes goes well and I run safely. I can 

even enjoy a long honeymoon, without insulin.  

We are in December 2016. I am diabetic, but I still run without difficulty. The trails tire me a bit, but I 

promised myself to do this PTL ... My decision is made! New challenge !  

Impossible to envisage this kind of adventure without Jean-Marc, alter ego, mountain expert, adept 

(by conviction or solidarity?) of this low carb diet. Thierry, our faithful companion of trail had to be 

with us too. He will be our moderator. 

Our application is accepted ... We have 9 months left to prepare. Physically, we keep our habits. 

Logistics by cons will take us more time ... In the end, our bags weigh about 9 kg with the full of 

water. The discharge bag threatens to explode as one must force to close it ... 

We are on the 28th of August, « place du triangle de l’amitié of Chamonix », surrounded by teams of 

the whole world : demonstrator Colombians, more introverted Indonesians, strong Swedes, swiss 

teams (a couple for a team, father and son for another), we are ready to live a crazy thing, we feel it. 

We run a little in Chamonix, because there is public! We take photos with Thiery Heim of Ceramiq 

who supports us in front of « le Bistrot des sports », held by friends of the Vosges too!  



 

But quickly, we have to walk ... we will walk 6 days! The rise of Brevent sets the tone, stiff and long. 

  



We follow a first pass off the trail that leads to the « lac cornu » then to the « col de la 

glière », ideally placed to live a first time of exhaustion. It was expected. I'm always worse 

after 25 or 30 km. This time I had anticipated it psychologically, so I do not frightened. I am 5 

minutes to breathe calmly, near a ibex a little condescending! The « col des aiguilles 

crochues », which we cross by band of 10 or 12, reserves our first emotions: falls of stone, 

then final climbing! This is PTL. 
 

 

To eat is difficult when the weather is hot. I had to eat a box of tuna from my collection "La belle 

iloise" in the afternoon, hardly more. The sun sets when we arrive at 3000 m at Mount Buet. A little 

peanut butter to hold up Vallorcine, 1800m lower. Solidarity between teams plays full in this 

downhill to find the arrows of paint and the cairns disseminated here and there ... After a frugal meal 

(there was not much in the mess tins on arrival) and a sleep of less than 1 hour 30 under the cold 

tents in the din of the nearby torrent, we head to Switzerland. The Col de Balme then the demonic 

« fenêtre d’Arpette » brings us to the sector of the glaciers of trient and Orny. The « col de la Breya » 

is crossed under an aggressive sun. The moraines that we must cross to reach the hut of Orny use the 

bodies. The cans are filled at each spring, each stream of water. The water in the glaciers is very cold. 

We must refrain from drinking it too quickly and agree to let it heat in the gourds. 



One goes on a vertiginous and endless downhill towards Praz de Fort, one crosses the course of the 

UTMB and one attacks in front towards the Tejère, « dré dans l’pentu » (in front of the slope). The 

slope is demanding, but we are there and we cheerfully attack the second night ... The track then 

leads us into an incredible off-road, in front of the slope, amidst blueberries, juniper heather. We get 

out of this dense vegetation as we can. Fatigue is waiting for us. Where are we really? Then the lights 

of the village of Bourg Saint Pierre are revealed in low, but the joy is of short duration. A landslide on 

the direct access forces us to go 4 or 5 km further, to go down in the valley and to do in the opposite 

direction these 4-5 km towards the village. A good lesson, you should never be impatient.  

The base of life of Bourg Saint Pierre is divided in 2: at the top of the village, in a road restaurant, you 

can eat ... Spaghetti Bolognese without spaghetti make the waitress incredulous ... The cooker will 

take 15 minutes to find us some vegetables ... We are thankful! 

Then we descend the 400 m to the dormitory and the shower. Sleep is limited to 2 hours to allow all 

the teams to sleep, because the places are missing. We leave at sunrise towards the massif of Grand 

Combin and Vélan. We advance without dragging, progressing a few hectometers with Lucio, the 

mountain guide, great guru of the PTL and his dog ... We control our business. 

 

 

 



We go down towards the « Plan du Jeu », not far from the entrance of the tunnel of the Great 

Saint Bernard. We eat well, enjoy excellent coffee in a Bialetti, we make a micro nap and we 

go to the « col du bastillon ». 
 

 

First substutution path activated due to the thunderstorm which is announced just when we had to 

pass on the ladders and the cabled paths of the « pointe du Drone ». This routes remain PTL. We 

search our path a little to find the good way in the middle of the storm and the fog. We don’t take 

advantage of the arrival of the « Col du grand Saint Bernard » ... One disembarks in the middle of the 

night, a little lower, without seeing anything. Whatever. Tonight we have to sleep at the Frassati 

refuge and the road is long. We pass the « col de Saint Rhémy », then the « col des Ceingles » and we 

reach the refuge of Frassati in a state of dangerous somnolence. We eat, we sleep a little, we start a 

little counting the injury. The feet are infiltrated with the ubiquitous moisture.  

In the morning, the weather is cool but mild. We pass the « col de Malatra », the « col entre 2 

sauts », the one « du bataillon d’Aoste » and we start 2000 m of downhill towards the base of life of 

Morgex. Jean-Marc undergoes this descent and pisses every 10 minutes. Doubt overwhelmed him. 

We reassure him. The animal rises. 

We eat, we take a nap and we leave Morgex for a new substitution path because the vertiginous 

passes of Crosatie and Planaval are impassable with the rain that announces. We take the « col 

d'Améran » in the opposite direction of the initial route, we descend to the lake of Arpy that we 

reach with the night. Then we have to go to the refuge of Deffeyes overlooking the Thuile. Stones, 

stones, stones... We move forward without knowing when we reach the refuge. We take a few naps 

of 2 or 3 minutes in the rocks, sufficient to give the minimum vigilance to pass these technical 

sectors. The refuge comes. We start by sleeping, without eating. The radiators turn fully. We dry our 

shoes, our soles and our socks a little. Upon waking, 3 hours later, we breakfast. But I do not eat 

bread and put 4 or 5 pieces of butter in my coffee! What to hold to the refuge of the Ruitor! Rain and 

haze are now ubiquitous. We usually wear our ponchos. In the descent to the refuge, the PGHM 

gendarmes are dubbed, who descend in a rescue schooner, a PTL competitor who has fallen. We will 

learn that he is fine but that he called the rescue at 4am. It will finally reach the 4x4 of the 

gendarmes at 10am ... hard reality of the mountain. We can imagine the cold that he must have felt 

... We who give up taking breaks of 1 or 2 minutes, so as not to cool down. The prudence that already 

presided over our journey will henceforth be top-priority. 

The landscape is breathtaking from the start! Too much can be! So many points of view, panoramas, 

fauna ... Our brain has enough space available to memorize all this ? And to forget a crumb would be 

a terrible mess!  



The road resumes and we now have the base of life of the Petit Saint Bernard in line of sight ... The 

topography seems a little more peaceful. But the first hectometers of descent from the « col du 

Retour » are a calvary for my right knee. A pain seizes me after about twenty paces and the knee 

ends up shirking. At the stop the pain disappears ... I start the automaton that sleeps in me ... I count 

50 steps, clenching my teeth, jumping to relieve my knee and then stop 5 seconds, to relieve me and 

repeat to the infinity this sequence ... After that, the « col de Traversette », its ski slopes and its 

fortress at the top. From the top one sees the hospices of Petit Saint Bernard. I resume my strategy 

50 steps, 5 seconds. 

 

We arrive there at 4:30 pm to eat and redo the bag. I care my knee with a tight bandage. We 

go to sleep. 5 hours (what luxury !). The feet dry, the knee rests. When I wake up, I am able to 

descend the 3 floors ... The hope of finishing is alive. At the PTL, I never really thought about 

giving up, but I was worried about this knee and was afraid to betray my fellow travelers. We 

take the road around 1am. One must reach the « col de la seigne» by the « col de pointe 

rousse» and by the « col des échelles de Chavannes » (Bassa serra). It's cold and it's raining, 

so of course it's snowing above 2500m. In the middle of an ultra technical passage, we find 

our guide Lucio, refrigerated despite its thick jackets, but present to help us pass this sector. 

How can we express the gratitude we have at this point for this kind of fellow ? 
 

 



We travel with the Swiss couple, Guillaume and Valerie, to the « Col de la Seigne ». The snow makes 

the passage to the Robert Blanc refuge impossible and we have to walk against the current of the 

UTMB. We crossed the last third of the race, in the early morning. The volunteers present at the pass 

take the time to discuss with us, take us as witnesses of the insufficient physical preparation and 

clothing of some. Strangely, we see ourselves in better shape than them. We already have nearly 250 

km in the boots, 20 000 m of positive drop and so much negative, and we are the ones who support 

them. We entertain ourselves by reading the first names on the bibs and encouraging them. Some 

are in short sleeves, without gloves. Others are equipped like skiing. Some are insufficiently equipped 

and have cold. We are as under a shell, covered by our ponchos. The general respect of all the UTMB 

riders and volunteers for the PTListes is touching.  

We have an appointment for breakfast at the refuge des Mottets (« ville des glaciers »). On the 

menu: Sausages from Savoie and ratatouille! A wonder at 8am! Large enough to reach the « col des 

fours ». 

 

Now, we advance with this famous mountain pass, safe, precise, economical. There don’t need to 

drink, to eat. We cross the passes without blinking, without stopping a second. By the wind and the 

cold that prevail up there, the breaks are dangerous. We advance, less talkative under our hoods, 

whipped by this sizzle, sometimes by hail. It's invigorating! We join the familiar paths of the sector of 

« le bonhomme », which one has difficulty to pass in good weather for 2 years! In the descent of the 

« col du bonhomme », a high mountain guide who crosses us stops and discusses with us, almost as 

equal ... Making the PTL gives status, we become aware of it. We pass of the « col de la fenêtre », 

then Col du Joly ... The refueling is more typical trail: tent shaken by the wind, cheese and sausage. 

The nap is impossible so cold freezes us. We see colleagues under blankets shivering, or trying to use 

their smartphone, without being able to aim so much their body is shaken by chills. 

One must take the ridge of Mont Joly, announced dangerous but ultimately very hospitable. 

Still a good lesson! The PTL is organized by a team of real professionnals: if they tell us that 

it passes, it is that passes! If they are told that it does not happen, do not venture! The 

downhill towards Saint Nicolas de Veroce is interminable, but one considers the end of route. 

Oddly, despite the kilometers already traveled, we are still close to several teams. A general 

break is improvised at the bottom of a track, a little calm wind, on the first picnic table that we 

cross. Lassitude only appears. I now have the conviction, it is when we see the end, that we 

find the way too long. Thierry has been advancing on one leg for several hours, but he 

advances, courageous and discreet. At the Champel, a succinct supply point was planned. We 



do not expect too much and are ready to join Chamonix in the night. We do not know very 

well what day we are. We understand that we will arrive on Sunday morning, away from the 

hourly barrier ... Phew. 
 

 

Finally Champel is more prosperous than expected. But we are scheduled for a short break! We do 

not change strategy. The rise of the Rognes will be hidden by the snow. The end therefore seems 

simpler. It is not. A little GPS navigation, tourist woodlands ... We find ourselves at the bottom of the 

last climb to the Col du Lachat. It was our last chance to get lost. We did not miss the opportunity. 

We follow the path of Mount Lachat, instead of choosing that of the pass! In the middle, Paul of the 

PC race calls us. The choice of climbing Mont Lachat was chosen rather than turned around. We took 

100 m of uneven gradients in the case. Last descent on Les Houches. Thierry suffers. It's long. Very 

long. From Les Houches, we have to go up the valley to the promised land in Chamonix, by a more 

boring path than a film in Tamil not subtitled. However, the emotion is large : tears flow from my 

eyes!  

The sequence is simple: we make a few hundred meters and we take a micro-nap for a minute or two 

on the road ... Strange feeling between the bowl and immense pride. Pleasure to finish and 

desolation to see Thierry suffer. We drag ourselves down until sunrise ... That day the sun will rise 

twice.  

Every day we felt a resurgence of form at sunrise ... This last day will be no different. 

We raise the chin, we realize that in the near future, we will have finished the PTL. It is about 7am, 

Chamonix is empty. Far be it from us to wait for the city to come alive to be celebrated as heroes. We 

share this arrival. We're good. We pass the line arm in arm. "We start with comrades, we end up with 

friends! » Said Lucio to the debrief. It's beyond this. 



 

We put our PTL finisher jacket on. People talk to us, congratulate us, applaud us. We have a 

different status. But we do not realize well. In the shower, I discover my awful feet. By 

removing the strap from my knee, I discovered a magnificent burn under the elastoplast. 

Thierry has his leg swollen. We are proud, happy but also a little damaged.  

My parents and the third brother of the family are there in Chamonix, to play the drivers! In 

difficult times, the family is always there! 
 

 

And diabetes in all this ... well it was discreet. It did not parasitize this journey. Out of curiosity, I 

asked my 2 colleagues to wear a freestyle libre. We had our "check" ritual regularly. Except that they 

had a device whose screen was masked so as not to disrupt them in their food strategy.  

My blood glucose is rarely lowered below 1g, securing me. And my low carb diet (<50 g of 

carbohydrates per day) avoided any rise in blood glucose. This diet has also taught my body to work 

without eating for long periods, perfectly suited to this kind of effort with little refreshments. The 

servers have all had a query time to order but have all adapted. Thanks to them ! 

 



 

 

From my bag, I ate tuna, peanuts, peanut butter, sausage. But I finally needed little. In short, if I had 

to do this kind of tour tomorrow, I would choose the same strategy in every respect!  

The analysis of the curves of Jean-Marc, also low carber, shows an astonishing stability (we must not 

take into account the first hours after the sensor installation, always false!) 



 

 

 

 

Thierry, who eats "like everyone else", shows a more marked variation in blood sugar, 

without being sure that it impacts his form ... But he was obliged to eat more often than us. 

(Its sensor was stopped on a bad handling on Saturday). 



 

 

 

The return was a little more delicate. The general inflammation and the small cold that I brought 

back from Chamonix destabilized my balance and I had to take a little insulin for 2 weeks. Things are 

then back in order. No doubt I am diabetic. But I did the PTL! I am a diabetic who made the PTL ... It's 

crazy! 



 

 

Our team was named PTL type1runningteam, the name of my type 1 diabetic running club. 

What a pride to run for a good cause! Is that what gives strength? Of course, this race should 

not serve as an example ... My story is atypical, like my management of the disease! And this 

PTL is incomparable. But I hope that it is a source of inspiration to give itself the means to 

meet the challenges that are set. Each of his challenges, they are all legitimate. 
 



 

I am quite hermetic to superstitions ... But our team carried the number 83 ... 83, it is the 

perfect blood glucose, the one that one must constantly aim! Our lucky charm for six days 

will remain eternally engraved in our memories. 
 

 

 

A huge thank you to Thierry and Jean-Marc ... I have two privileges, know you and have lived this 

with you! 


